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Abstract—Up to date new devices for electrical power systems
are introduced and used on every level. There is a myriad of docu-
ments related to those devices ranging from vendor requirements
to checklists for the maintenance crew. This paper presents the
results of creating an Austrian Reference Architecture for Smart
Grids, not only being able to handle all these documents but
also manage their versioning and automated security requirement
list generation. Furthermore the architecture allows a role based
focus on specific viewpoints as well as interoperability to third-
party tools, for instance for external security evaluations. The
main contribution of the project is the creation of the reference
architecture on an available modeling framework plugin while
keeping all stakeholders on board of the process to form a
common understanding of its growing importance in the future.
The exemplary steps of creating a reference architecture for
Austria are introduced in this paper. These steps are interna-
tionally applicable and present a substantial move in this domain
going from a document based procedure towards a model-based
and digitized example resulting in a model-driven engineered
implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technological revolutions such as blockchain are happening,
cyber-physical energy networks are about to become smart
grids, digital information and communication technologies
are growing more prevalent in new, semiconductor including
devices. Furthermore, advances of combining different energy
sources (electricity with gas or heat) are taking place all
at once with goals of achieving ambitious climate goals,
enabling more volatile renewables, and allowing decentralized
multitudes of prosumers to participate in new business models.

Understanding the (inter-)national electricity market and
available products in order to create new business models,
revenue streams, or applications with special regard to a secure
realization can be a challenging task for established companies
as well as start-ups in this ever-changing environment. In Aus-
tria, one noteworthy outcome of the Reference Architecture for
Secure Smart Grids in Austria (RASSA)-Initiative [1] was a
stakeholder process, which strengthened early-on participation.
In continuation of the efforts of the EU Mandate M/490 [2], to
allow stakeholders of different domains to understand the same
taxonomy when modeling new smart grid applications, a Smart
Grid Architecture Model (SGAM) [3] based approach was
used in RASSA. The use of a model-driven design approach

through the use of the SGAM Toolbox [4] was an essential
enabling technology decision especially due to the fact that
SGAM has become a standard way of describing smart grid
systems. Modelling the systems architecture in the SGAM
Toolbox offers a possibility to interface it with other tools
that require detailed knowledge about the system as input,
e.g., security or privacy risk assessment tools.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) based model-
driven design as described in [5], allows the definition of
components, systems, and roles in the Austrian electricity
market to the fullest extent, enabling the comparison with
internationally corresponding counterparts. The model-driven
design approach and the aforementioned detailed definitions
enable the inclusion of national [6] as well as international [7]
security- and privacy-by-design efforts already undertaken or
planned [8], on all levels of new smart grid application use
cases.

Current workflows are often document-based, containing
tables with version numbers or dates in the file names.
Approaching the modeling of an application for the smart grid,
with a tremendous amount of security-sensitive components
can get complicated swiftly and not maintainable in document-
based approaches. Furthermore, large manually drawn use
case definitions and dependencies are often discussed on flip
charts and afterward digitized. They are better maintainable,
but version conflicts and limited screen estate usually limit
complex interactions. Initially, the handling of modeling with
the toolbox has a steep learning curve [9]. Nevertheless, we
will show in this paper that the advantages outweigh the
disadvantages in the long run. The goal of RASSA is to
provide an accessible and up-to-date version of use cases,
their components, definitions, elements, and notably security
requirements in a model, thriving towards a model-driven
approach according to [10], allowing highly complex inter-
actions, combinations of standards, protocols, components,
actors, functions, and business objectives. This modeling envi-
ronment and the provided model from the SGAM Toolbox en-
ables users to collaborate and have less workload on the main-
tenance of file-versioning since these features are provided in
the tool. Furthermore, it enables to link source documents (in
terms of product descriptions or technical specifications) to



every relevant component or actor within the digital models.
Additionally, specialized third-party services can be integrated
or import such models for further analysis and development of
new business models. Attributes for models and elements can
be added dynamically. Together with specified components,
actors, interfaces, and security requirements, a model-driven
approach allows a trusted set to serve as the foundation of
a manageable blueprint for a reference architecture [1]. This
work focuses on the contribution of handling documentation
processes and security guideline issues in a growing domain
of smart grid architecture development.

Section III of this work provides the methodology used
in RASSA. Afterwards, we give an example of a created
use cases using our methodology in Section IV which is
followed by a small scale excerpt for demonstration. In Section
V we explore the generation of security-related generated
documents from a model-driven diagram. Afterwards, we use
the data from the presented approach in an external tool for
Data Protection Impact Assessment in Section VI. Finally, we
present our conclusions to our current findings in Section VII
and provide prospects of development and implementation in
Section VIII.

II. MOTIVATION

The amount of threats to electronic devices is on a constant
increase, as well as the accompanying countermeasures and
strategies for closing possible vulnerabilities. Keeping the
operating system as well as the working environment up to
date and secure is a resource-intensive task. Furthermore,
applying the correct countermeasures requires a well-designed
access towards the needed knowledge for the responsible
persons in a compressed but understandable way. So-called
knowledge databases are an option of providing the necessary
platform for sharing and accessing know vulnerabilities.

One of the greatest challenges relies on granting the right
amount of useful information for the person in charge, prefer-
ably attuned to his level of expertise. A common understanding
of the type and functions of the device or system in question
is therefore crucial. The design and proof of concept of an
adjustable user or group specific knowledge-transfer database
access (or similar technological approaches) or knowledge-
transfer process that enables integration into everyday working
situations while enhancing the overall security situation even
for small companies, is recommendable. The correct treatment
and containment of vulnerability need to be accessible and
practical regarding available resources, which are inevitably
connected to the user or technician, carrying out the task of
keeping the operating system alive and secure. This comes
hand in hand with bringing together different levels of domain
knowledge or varying terminologies for the very same object
exposing the vulnerability in question. The accessibility of
the right information, the avoidance of finding redundant
solutions, and furthermore the ongoing documentation in order
to avoid common errors are approached that are not limited
to the domain area of security. New approaches or methods
need to prove themselves valuable among different levels of

the company, ranging from small to large scale. One of these
new approaches is the model-driven engineering approach in
the Smart Grid domain as described by the author of [11] in
which one of the goals is also to raise awareness on possible
vulnerabilities in cyber-physical systems. A similar model-
driven engineering strategy has also been applied to the field of
Industry 4.0 by the authors of [12], unmanned aircraft systems
[13] and healthcare [14] for validation purposes and handling
the complexity of todays quick developments. Establishing
processes or software for reducing information floods for the
end-user is going to be more important than ever considering
the importance of Big Data, whereas the yearly collected data
and information surpasses all previous accumulated volumes
of data collected in human history.

III. METHODOLOGY

Initially, in the RASSA-Architecture project technical, ju-
ridical-regulatory, and user-centered requirements towards a
reference architecture were collected and organized by the
consortium, which afterward consolidated the requirements
with external stakeholders as part of an established stakeholder
process [15][16] within the RASSA-Initiative.

Technical requirements focus on the areas of proactive
and reactive ICT-security, personal, and facility security, and
interfaces towards a semi-automatic risk management system.
Furthermore, components include renewable energy sources,
decentralized energy storages, linkage of other energy carriers
(like gas, thermal and cooling), as well as novel consumers
(e.g., electrical vehicles, or flexible processes).

Regarding user-oriented requirements, we pursue a user-
centered and value-centered design approach. This approach
mandates an ongoing involvement of potential users (as
clients), inquiring their needs for the development process
and therefore improve the acceptance of the developed system
and model and its provided functionalities. Requirements and
concerns are raised through qualitative as well as quantitative
methods to reach a broad foundation for ensuring the devel-
opment of the created architecture and its features.

The requirement elicitation is based on selected use cases
that have high relevance for the Austrian market. A small
excerpt of these use cases is listed in alphabetical order as
follows:

• Automatic fault detection and rapid restoration of power
(power-system protection)

• Coordinated charging of electric vehicles
• Distribution grid automation
• Distribution grid monitoring
• Incrementation of hosting capacity through active regu-

latory approaches
Throughout RASSA, these use cases are mapped onto the

SGAM and used to serve as an initializing framework for
developing the most relevant parts of the reference architecture
for Austria. Key aspects are therefore security and privacy
requirements. For a detailed taxonomy of the reference ar-
chitecture, the technical and user-oriented requirements are
compared and formulated as precisely as possible. Industrial



partners were encouraged to widen their focus on far-reaching
applicable solutions and not concentrating solely on their
short-term development strategies.

While use cases are initializing the models, in parallel, the
juridical-regulatory framework conditions of pertinent union
directives, a summary and analysis of the implementation
of intelligent sensor systems (e.g. in directive 2009/72/EG,
directive 2012/27/EU) is made, as well as security analysis
in the area of this critical infrastructure (for example the
directives 2005/89/EG, 95/46/EG, 2008/114/EG, 2013/40/EU).

A comparison with longterm implementation and expansion
goals of the European Commission for the future-oriented
embodiment of the reference architecture ensures contacts and
correspondence with opinion-leaders within strategic commit-
tees on the European level (e.g., ETIP SNET [17]), as well as
respective research discussions.

IV. EXAMPLE OF POWER-SYSTEM PROTECTION USE CASE

As an example, we apply our presented approach by model-
ing a small line current differential protection use case. The il-
lustrations given are intentionally chosen as a small show case
to keep the complexity to a minimum. As the first example, we
chose the line current differential protection, which is a scheme
for protecting high-voltage transmission lines. Two protective
relays, which are represented as intelligent electronic devices
(Intelligente, elektronische Übertragungsgeräte) in Fig. 2, are
monitoring the current on different parts of a transmission line.
If the current flowing into the line and the current flowing out
of the line do not match, the protective relay trips.

Fig. 1. Business Layer: line current differential protection

Fig. 1 shows a diagram in the SGAM Business Layer. The
figure includes the business actor Übertragungsnetzbetreiber
/ Transmission System Operator that is pursuing the business
case grid protection. This business case invokes the use case
line current differential protection. The SGAM Communi-
cation Layer diagram consists of two intelligent electronic
devices that communicate current measurements using IEC
61850 protocols (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Communication Layer: line current differential protection

V. GENERATION OF SECURITY RELATED DOCUMENTATION
FOR THE POWER-SYSTEM PROTECTION USE CASE

Dealing with the huge amount of security risks, countermea-
surements and the necessity of keeping a comprehensive view
on already implemented or still open measures can quickly
be burdensome for the responsible person. As a result of
the RASSA project, the SGAM-Toolbox embedded template
report named SGAM Project - Section (detailed) generates
a text file of the created reference architecture, containing
1125 DIN A4 pages and nearly 125.000 words. The numbers
indicate that employees could not specify this amount of
highly precise descriptions in manual labor within a reasonable
time-frame. Furthermore, upon investigation of these numbers,
it shows the advantages of a model-driven approach for the
processing and the deposition of data over otherwise recorded
spreadsheet applications or text documents.

Fig. 3. Excerpt of device specific checklist with derived security requirements

In special regard to the above-mentioned huge amount
of pages and text, a far more reduced and specific view
on the necessary information is desirable, such as for the
activity of working through a catalog of security requirements
for a defined use case. The rules for report generation can
be individualized to the specific needs of the end users or
target groups, ranging from simple checklists up to uniform
specifications in corporate design. In Fig. 3 we show such
an informal checklist for the equipment shown in Fig. 2. The
generated file contains a list of 66 bullet points with security
requirements, which have been derived from the NIST Logical
Reference Model (LRM).

Even though, the example from Fig. 3 is just for a single
device, the extension towards checklist descriptions for entire



use cases is applicable. The pieces of information are listed as
defined in the document generation schema for each element
used within the use case diagram. Enterprise Architect offers
all kinds of options and filter possibilities for the adaption
of the document generation. However, they require a training
period and an understanding of the used data types and
structures that are defined by the Enterprise Architect software,
to achieve a proper outcome. Another example for a different
data-subset of elements from a use case is depicted in Fig. 4.
The representation of information is linked with the associated
attributes and CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) cri-
teria from the interfaces and categories of each element in the
use case, which have been derived from the NIST LRM. We
present those in a tabular format and as a detail view diagram
in the following. In the table shown in Fig. 4, the description
of the involved category (in the example shown: Category
2) is listed, as well as the associated Security Requirements
which starts with the requirement ATR-10: Legacy end-devices
and systems protocols. The detailed description of this Secu-
rity Requirement is not generated for the sake of enhanced
transparency, but can be enabled easily in the documentation
template for the document generation. In the case of ATR-
10, the description is “Older end-devices and protocols may
constrain the types, thoroughness, or effectiveness of different
security technologies which may be employed” [7], which
is also derived from the NIST LRM due to the nature of
the RASSA project. The aforementioned CIA criteria that are
also depicted in the table with their assessment of having a
LOW, MODERATE or HIGH potential impact, are defined and
summarized as follows by [7]:

• Confidentiality: A loss of confidentiality is the unautho-
rized disclosure of information.

• Integrity: A loss of integrity is the unauthorized modifi-
cation or destruction of information.

• Availability: A loss of availability is the disruption of
access to or use of information or an information system.

Throughout the project, this feature of documentation gen-
eration is considered as a helpful tool by our partners for
formulating official requirements for certain installations or
devices in future public tenders made by distribution system
operators. By following the presented approach with a com-
mon defined set of devices/roles/actors, as proposed by our
reference architecture, the different legal partners could ex-
change a standardized form and guarantee (as well as control)
that legal or technical requirements have been implemented or
checked.

VI. DATA PROTECTION IMPACT ASSESSMENT

However, currently quite a lot of effort is being put into
ensuring compliance with the new European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [18], which states that all ser-
vices that collect or process personal data are subject to Data
Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA). Since smart metering
data also falls into this category, all smart grid services are
required to have DPIA in place.

Fig. 4. Exemplary outline of a generated category information with CIA
criterias and additional attributes

In the RASSA project we have performed a DPIA exercise
for a Customer Energy Portal use case to identify any poten-
tial privacy risks associated with the portal deployment. We
have implemented the assessment with support of the DPIA
tool[19], which enables an automatic import of the SGAM
model. As presented in Figure 5 three types of information
are extracted from the model:

1) primary assets, i.e., information items, including per-
sonal data, exchanged or stored in a system

2) supporting assets, which represent all the components
within systems infrastructure, such as software, hard-
ware or network equipment

3) associations between primary and supporting assets, e.g.,
load profile information stored in the Customer Energy
Management System (CEMS) will be associated with
CEMS hardware and software.

Primary assets are further described with information about
the data reading frequency, retention time and level of iden-
tification. These are specific for the DPIA and are used
to determine the impact level if assets confidentiality gets
compromised.

Through the compatibility with tools like the DPIA Tool
as well as the aforementioned document generation feature,
we are able to demonstrate the different ways of extracting
security or privacy related aspects from the proposed reference
architecture model and outlined their added value.



Fig. 5. Exemplary snippet of the DPIA Tool, with opened system description step and imported data of SGAM elements from RASSA use cases.

VII. CONCLUSION

As stated in Section III, one focus throughout the project is
security. While this work describes the approach for creating
a secure and model-driven implementation of a use case
in the smart grid domain and the communication between
stakeholders and formal documentation steps, the verification
of the presented strategy plays a significant role in the RASSA
project. This verification is based on the use cases that have
been defined in RASSA and are checked against the extracted
specifications of the presented reference architecture blueprint
model. For this, a specific testing hardware setup has been
build in order to undergo in-depth analysis procedures and
penetration tests. Based on the results (which are subject
to confidentiality agreements and therefore are not discussed
further within this work), feedback towards the reference
architecture model is made in the final step of the RASSA
project. The results show a high coverage of the considered
security requirements that are proposed by the reference
architecture. We also discovered some highly product-specific
issues, that are only partly covered by the extracted data as
it is presented in this work. A generalization in terms of
the Category association or Category definition would not
be applicable in a general way. Therefore we propose to
introduce a new modeled layer, which inherits product-specific
or producer-specific catalogs of requirements to enhance the
overall security even further.

With further convenient features and additional information
sources for the presented model-driven approach, the model
developed in the RASSA project can be used as a foundation
for creating smart grid application use cases that are applicable
in other countries as well. Great benefits can be derived when
European regulations or requirements could be integrated into
such a model, making them accessible for all the involved
parties. It can be a structural foundation model for other

countries that are coupled with Austria in order to support
the dialog, security and exchange of information between the
various (grid-) connected neighboring countries, facilitating a
common terminology and criteria that are fully compatible
with the SGAM. All information that is publicly available,
can be accessed online [1], [22] with the a clickable browser
version of the reference architecture published at [23].

Further improvements regarding plugin compatibilities or
exchange possibilities for current software solutions in use
(e.g., one of them namely CRISAM) in corresponding formats
will enhance the spread and acceptance of the presented
approach. CRISAM is widely used in Austrian companies [20]
for information risk management, enterprise risk management
or industrial control systems and supervisory control and data
acquisition with a wholesale of functionalities for operational
business.

VIII. OUTLOOK

At the current state, the SGAM Toolbox is depended on the
Enterprise Architecture software, which already itself offers
great extendability. One project among them is described in
the work of [21]. The authors demonstrate a show-case, in
which they use “the Common Information Model (CIM) which
describes terms in the energy sector and relations between
them” [21] and model CIM UML specifications. The authors
showed successfully the usage of the CIM data to make first
steps into the direction of round-trip engineering possible [21]
through demonstration of C++ code generation according to
their CIM UML diagrams. To close the gap to the round-trip
engineering, they showed that they can modify the CIM UML
accordingly, when code structures are changed and played
back into the system. The proposed reference architecture
could benefit by using similar approaches in the future:



One potential benefit would be, that the code generation
according to (DIM) UML specifications could enhance the
definition of interfaces and deliver testbeds for them. With this
feature, the overall interoperability can be improved while in-
corporating the vast amount of defined security requirements.

Another beneficial aspect can be an automated code snippet
generation for surface security tests, which are applicable for
the components in the defined UML diagram.
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